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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in technology for hyper-realistic visual effects provoke the concern that deepfake videos of political speeches
will soon be visually indistinguishable from authentic video recordings. The conventional wisdom in communications research
predicts people will fall for fake news more often when the same version of a story is presented as a video rather than text.
Here, we evaluate how accurately 41,822 participants distinguish real political speeches from fabrications in an experiment
where speeches are randomized to appear as permutations of text, audio, and video. We find access to audio and visual
communication modalities improve participants’ accuracy. Here, human judgment relies more on how something is said, the
audio-visual cues, than what is said, the speech content. However, we find that reflective reasoning moderates the degree
to which participants consider visual information: low performance on the Cognitive Reflection Test is associated with an
over-reliance on what is said.

Introduction
Recent advances in technology for algorithmically applying hyper-realistic manipulations to video are simultaneously enabling
new forms of interpersonal communication and posing a threat to traditional standards of evidence and trust in media1–7 . In the
last few years, computer scientists have trained machine learning models to generate photorealistic images of people who do not
exist8–10 , inpaint people out of images11, 12 , clone voices based on a few samples13, 14 , modulate the lip movements of people in
videos to make them appear to say something they have not said15, 16 , and create fake videos based on simple text prompts17 .
The synthetic videos’ false appearance of indexicality – the presence of a direct relationship between the photographed scene
and reality 18, 19 – has the potential to lead people to believe video-based messages that they otherwise would not have believed
if the messages were communicated via text. This potential influence is particularly concerning because research demonstrates
that videos, especially videos of an injustice, elicit more engagement and emotional reactions (e.g., anger, sympathy) than text
descriptions displaying the same information20–22 (although, see ref.23 ). Moreover, visual misinformation is common on social
media24 and the emotional and motivational influences of visual communication have been attributed to why fake, viral videos
have provoked mob-violence25, 26 . While people are more likely to believe a real event occurred after watching a video of the
event than reading a description of the event27 , an open question remains: Does visual communication relative to text increase
the believability of fabricated events?
The realism heuristic26, 28 predicts “people are more likely to trust audiovisual modality [relative to text] because its content
has a higher resemblance to the real world.” This prediction is relevant for many deepfake videos29 and suggests fabricated
video would be more believable than fabricated text conditional on the absence of obvious perceptual distortions. Yet there exists
little direct empirical evidence for this heuristic applied to algorithmically manipulated video. In an experiment using three
fake videos as stimuli, researchers found that stories presented as videos are perceived as more credible than stories presented
as text or read aloud in audio form26 . In contrast, in an experiment showing 6 political deepfake videos (videos manipulated by
artificial intelligence to make someone say something they did not say) and 9 non-manipulated videos, researchers did not find
differences between truth discernment rates in video, audio, and text30 . Perhaps some of the experiments’ participants did not
take the videos’ “indexicality” as evidence of authenticity because participants were aware of how easily such videos could be
manipulated. Alternatively, some participants may have noticed perceptual distortions in the videos, which would naturally
lead one to believe the video has been manipulated. The mixed evidence on how communication modalities mediate people’s
ability to discern fabricated content may be due to the small samples of stimuli in media effects research31 . In related work
on how fake images can be persuasive and difficult to distinguish from real images: research finds people rarely question the
authenticity of images even when primed32 , images can increase the credibility of disinformation33 , and images of synthetic
faces produced by StyleGAN29 are indistinguishable from the original photos on which the StyleGAN2 algorithm was trained34 .
Moreover, research shows that non-probative and uninformative photos can lead people to believe false claims35 , lead people
to believe they know more than they actually know36 , promote “truthiness” by creating illusory truth effects37, 38 , which can
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lead people to believe falsehoods they previously knew to be falsehoods39, 40 . When it comes to ostensibly probative videos of
political speeches, the question whether people are more likely to believe an event occurred because they saw it as opposed to
only read about it remains open.
In fact, today’s algorithmically generated deepfakes are not yet consistently indistinguishable from real videos. On a sample
of 166 videos from the largest publicly available dataset of deepfake videos to date41 , people are significantly better than chance
but far from perfect at discerning whether an unknown actor’s face has been visually manipulated by a deepfake algorithm42 .
This finding is significant because it demonstrates that people can identify deepfake videos from real videos based solely on
visual cues. However, some videos are more difficult than others to distinguish due to blurry, dark, or grainy visual features.
On a subset of 11 of the 166 videos, researchers do not find that people can detect deepfakes better than chance43 . In another
experiment with 25 deepfake videos and 4 real videos but only 94 participants, researchers found that the overall discernment
accuracy is 51% and a media literacy training increases discernment accuracy by 24 percentage points for participants assigned
to the training relative to the control group44 . In experiments examining how people react to deepfake videos of politicians,
researchers find people are more likely to feel uncertain than misled after viewing a deepfake of Barack Obama45 and people
consider a deepfake of a Dutch politician significantly less credible than the real video from which it was adapted46 and the
deepfake video is not more persuasive than the text alone47 . In the experiment examining the fabricated video of a Dutch
politician, some respondents explained their credibility judgements by indicating audio-visual cues of how the message was
communicated (e.g., unnatural mouth movements); others indicated inconsistency in the content of the message itself (e.g.,
contextually unrealistic speeches)46 .
People’s capacity to identify multimedia manipulations raises questions: how do various kinds of fabricated media (e.g.,
audio and video of fake political speeches) alter the perceived credibility of misinformation, how do audience characteristics
(e.g., reflective reasoning) moderate media effects, and how does the source and content of a message interact with the fabricated
media and audience characteristics48 ? A growing field of misinformation science is beginning to address these questions.
Research on news source quality demonstrates that people in the United States are generally accurate at identifying high and
low-quality publishers49 and the salience of source information does not appear to change how accurately people identify
fabricated news stories50 , manipulated images51 , or fake news headlines52, 53 although evidence on fake news headlines is
mixed54, 55 . Research on political fake news content suggests an individual’s tendency to rely on intuition instead of analytic
thinking is a stronger factor than motivated reasoning in explaining why people fall for fake news56 , and similarly, people with
more analytic cognitive styles worldwide are more accurate at discerning between authentic and fabricated political videos57
and true and false headlines related to COVID-1958 . In fact, people tend to be better at discerning truth from falsehood when
evaluating news headlines that are concordant with their political partisanship relative to when evaluating news headlines
that are discordant59 . While the science of fake news has generally focused on the messengers (the source credibility of
publishers)60 and the message of what is said (the media credibility of written articles and headlines)59 , the relevance of
audio-visual communication channels to the psychology of misinformation has received less attention61 and is important for
addressing the problem of misinformation62 .
In this paper, we evaluate discernment across 32 political speeches by two well-known politicians. We present these
speeches to participants via the 7 possible permutations of 3 digital media communication modalities: text, audio, and video.
Based on 46,713 responses from 3,317 individuals who participated in a pre-registered (and an additional 387,274 responses
from 38,510 participants who participated after the pre-registration window) 1 cross-randomized experiment, we examine
ordinary people’s performance at discerning political speeches randomized to appear in each of the following seven conditions:
a transcript, an audio clip, a silent video, audio with subtitles, silent video with subtitles, video with audio, and video with
audio and subtitles. By randomly assigning political speeches to these permutations of text, audio, and video modalities and
asking participants to discern truth from falsehood, this experiment is designed to disentangle the degree to which participants
attend to and consider the content of what is said and the audio-visual cues as to how it is said. In addition, we evaluate these
disentangled components across message types (speeches that are either concordant or discordant with the general public’s
perception of a speaker’s political identity) and audience characteristics (reflective reasoning as measured by the Cognitive
Reflection Test (CRT)63 ), which is a robust test for measuring an individual’s tendency towards reflecting on questions before
answering64–66 that helps explain why people fall for fakes news56, 67 and is strongly associated with the reliability of news
sources people engage with and share on social media68 .
1 The pre-registered analysis is available at https://aspredicted.org/VFZ_6HK. We continued collecting responses from participants who found
our experiment organically after the pre-registered cut-off date for data collection passed, and our final sample includes 432,987 responses from 41,822
participants who passed the attention check. Our results are robust to include or exclusion of participants who participate after the pre-registered cut-off date.
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Figure 1. Mean identification accuracy across the 32 silent videos (with no subtitles) to illustrate the heterogeneity in how
difficult the visual deepfake manipulations are to detect. There are 8 fabricated videos and 10 non-fabricated videos out of the
32 on which participants identify less than 67% of the time. There are 2 fabricated videos accurately identified in more than
80% of observations. The 95% confidence interval range is less than 1% for all silent videos.

Results
Participants
A total of 73,236 individuals participated in the experiment. We used the Prolific platform69 to recruit 554 individuals from the
United States who completed 16,699 trials. In addition to the recruited participants, 5,106 individuals (76% of whom visited
from outside the United States) participated in the experiment during the pre-registration window from March 4, 2021 to June
1, 2021. These participants found the website organically and completed 44,461 trials. Between June 1, 2021 and July 1, 2022,
an additional 67,576 individuals (70% of whom visited from outside the United States) completed 566,343 trials. We focus our
analysis on 41,822 participants: the 509 of 554 recruited participants and 41,313 of 72,682 non-recruited participants who
passed the attention check where we presented an obvious deepfake and explicitly instructed participants to respond that the
video is a deepfake with 100% confidence.
The sample of 509 recruited participants is balanced across political identities (in this experiment failure on the attention
check does not correlate with political identities70 ); 257 recruited participants self-report as Democrats, and the other 252
recruited participants self-report as Republicans. We do not find demographic differences in recruited participants who passed
the attention check. We did not collect data for recruited participants who failed the attention check, but we did collect data for
the non-recruited participants who failed the attention check. In the Supplementary Information, we demonstrate that the main
results are robust to including participants who failed the attention check and robust to including or excluding participants who
participated after June 1, 2021.
Many but not all participants responded to all 32 speeches; 482 recruited participants and 6,374 non-recruited participants
viewed all 32 speeches. Before the experiment began, participants in the recruited cohort (but not the non-recruited cohort)
responded to a baseline survey that included questions on political preferences, trust in media and politics, and the three
questions from the CRT.
Discernment Performance across Communication Modalities
We begin by examining how frequently participants correctly identified the stimuli as fabricated or not. Across all 224 stimuli,
recruited and non-recruited participants correctly identified the stimuli in 75% and 70% of observations, respectively.
We find the fabricated political speech transcripts and visual deepfake manipulations are difficult for participants to discern.
The proportion of people who accurately identified fabrications from authentic text varied by stimuli. Across the 32 text
transcripts, the least accurately identified transcript is identified correctly in 26% of trials, the most accurately identified
one is identified correctly in 67% of trials, and the median accurately identified one is identified correctly in 43% of trials.
Similarly, the range for accurate identification across the 32 silent videos (silent videos refers to only silent videos and not
silent videos with subtitles) is 37% to 86% with a median of 66%. There are 8 out of 16 fabricated silent videos and 10 out
of 16 non-fabricated silent videos that participants accurately identify less than than 67% of the time. Figure 1 illustrates the
proportion of participants who accurately distinguish between authentic and fabricated for the 32 silent videos.
In contrast, we find audio clips are easier to discern than text transcripts or silent videos. On the audio clips with no subtitles,
the accurate identification ranges from 56% to 86% with a median of 79%.
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Figure 2 presents participants’ weighted accuracy, confidence, perceived fabrications in fabricated speeches, perceived
fabrications in non-fabricated speeches, and response duration across modality conditions. Weighted accuracy indicates
participants’ accuracy weighted by confidence (e.g., if a participant responded “82% confidence this is fabricated” and the
participant is correct, then the participant is assigned a weighted accuracy score of 82, and otherwise, if the participant
is incorrect, then the participant would be assigned a weighted accuracy score of 18). Confidence indicates participants’
self-reported level of confidence which ranges from 50 (just as likely as chance) to 100 (full certainty). Perceived fabrications
in fabricated and non-fabricated speeches is defined as a participant indicating a 51% or higher confidence that a stimulus is
fabricated. Response time is measured in seconds and windsorized at the 99th percentile to control for time response outliers,
which are an artifact of participants who return to the experiment after an extended time.

Figure 2. The mean and distribution of (a) weighted accuracy, (b) confidence, (c) perceived fabrications in fabricated
speeches, (d) perceived fabrications in real speeches, and (e) response time are plotted for each of the seven modality
conditions. The black lines indicate the 95% confidence interval of the true mean and the gray dots indicate each of the 32
speeches. Figure 2b plots confidence on a scale that ranges from a minimum of 50% confidence (just as likely as chance) to
100% confidence (full confidence). Figure 2e plots response time windsorized at the 99th percentile to control for time
response outliers, which are an artifact of participants who return to the experiment after an extended time.
We evaluate the marginal effect of each condition on participants’ weighted accuracy (and additional outcomes) via an
ordinary least squares regression with standard robust errors clustered at the participant level following Abadie et al (2017)71 .
We find both recruited and non-recruited participants’ accuracy increase as political speeches are presented with video and
audio modalities. In this regression, which is also presented in column 1 of Table 1 in the Appendix, the dependent variable is
weighted accuracy and the independent variables are binary indicators for assignment to communication modalities. Recruited
participants’ accuracy is 58% (p < 0.001) on transcripts, 7% (p < 0.001) higher on silent videos, 9% (p < 0.001) higher
on silent videos with subtitles, 19% (p < 0.001) higher on audio clips and audio clips with subtitles, and 25% (p < 0.001)
higher on videos with audio and videos with audio and subtitles.2 Similarly in column 3 of Table 1, non-recruited participants’
accuracy is 53% on transcripts, 13% (p < 0.001) higher on silent videos and silent videos with subtitles, 21% (p < 0.001)
2 All

p-values reported in this paper are generated by linear regression with robust standard errors clustered at the participant level unless otherwise noted.
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higher on audio clips and audio clips with subtitles, and 28-29% (p < 0.001) higher on videos with audio and videos with
audio and subtitles. Overall, participants are better at identifying whether an event actually happened when watching videos or
listening to audio than reading transcripts.
In contrast to the high variability in participants’ accuracy across speeches and modality conditions, participants’ confidence
is less variable. On text transcripts, participants’ mean confidence is 79%. Speeches presented via video and audio increase
participants’ confidence relative to text transcripts by 9% and 11% (p < 0.001) independently, respectively, and 15% together
(p < 0.001). We find small effects of learning over time; for every stimuli seen, participants’ accuracy increases by 0.27%
(p = 0.001) and participants’ confidence increases by 0.03% (p = 0.006), which means that on average accuracy increased by
8.64% and confidence increase by 0.96% from the first stimulus seen to the last one seen.
As participants have access to additional communication modalities, participants’ weighted accuracy, confidence, discernment of fabricated speeches, and discernment of real speeches increase on average. However, we do not find any significant,
marginal effects of subtitles on any of the dependent variables for modality conditions that already include audio. The median
response time across all stimuli was 27 seconds, which is 6 seconds longer than the average video length. The median response
time for the silent, subtitled videos is 34 seconds, which is slightly longer than the response time for all other modality
conditions. Across all 7 modality conditions, the median response time for fabricated stimuli is shorter than the median response
time for non-fabricated stimuli; fabricated text, video, and audio have 3.8 seconds (p < 0.001), 5.6 seconds (p < 0.001), and
3.5 seconds (p < 0.001) shorter response times than their non-fabricated counterparts.
Based on this experiment’s large sample size of 432,987 observations by participants who passed the attention check,
the 224 stimuli in this experiment have a mean of 1,932 observations each. This large sample size per stimuli provides high
statistical power to individually evaluate whether participants are discerning stimuli more accurately than chance. Specifically,
using 1,933 observations provides over 99% statistical power to detect a 15 percentage point increase beyond chance at the
p < 0.05 threshold. We evaluate the degree to which participants’ discernment surpasses random chance by running a binomial
test on responses to each stimuli within a modality condition and applying a Bonferonni correction72 , which means multiplying
each p-value by 32 (the number of speeches per modality condition) to correct for multiple hypothesis testing.
After applying this correction for multiple hypothesis testing, we find participants’ discernment is statistically significantly
better than chance (p < 0.05) on 5 of 32 text transcripts and 26 of the 32 silent videos. In particular, participants are no better
than chance (p < 0.05) on 4 of the 16 non-fabricated, silent videos and 2 of the 16 fabricated, silent videos. In other words, we
have high statistical power, and we do not find evidence that participants are better than chance on 6 of the silent videos and 27
of the 32 text transcripts.
When the information from the political speech transcript and video are combined in the silent, subtitled videos, we
find participants discern better than chance (p < 0.05) on all 16 of 16 fabricated, silent videos with subtitles and 9 of 16
non-fabricated, silent videos with subtitles. Likewise, the addition of audio significantly increases discernment rates; in all
modality conditions with audio, participants discern better than chance (p < 0.05) on between 31 to 32 of the 32 political
speeches.
Figure 2c and Figure 2d show the distributions of discernment rates across modality conditions for fabricated and real
videos. Similarly to Figure 2a and Figure 2b, these plots show that regardless of whether the stimuli are fabricated or not, the
addition of audio or video is associated with an increase in participants’ discernment. However, we find slight differences
in response bias: participants tend to identify text transcripts as real and the rest of the modalities as fabricated more often
than random chance would suggest. For participants who did not select “Just as likely real or fabricated,” participants respond
that text transcripts and silent videos are fabricated in 44% (p < 0.001) and 53% (p = 0.002) of trials, respectively, while
participants respond that the other 5 modality conditions are fabricated in 55% to 57% of trials (p < 0.001) (see Figure 9 for the
percent of participants guessing a video is fabricated over the number of speeches a participant has seen). Participants selected
“Just as likely real or fabricated” in 21% of text transcripts, 7% of silent videos, 6% of silent videos with subtitles, 6% of audio,
5% of audio with subtitles, and 3% of video and audio with or without subtitles.
In Figure 3, we present participants’ marginal accuracy on transcripts, silent videos, and video with audio relative to silent,
subtitled videos for each of the 32 speeches. Figure 3a reveals that participants are mostly less accurate on text transcripts than
silent, subtitled videos. Likewise, Figure 3c shows participants are consistently more accurate on videos with audio than silent,
subtitled videos. In contrast, Figure 3b illustrates heterogeneity in participants’ performance with and without subtitles. In the
following section, we examine this heterogeneity along two dimensions: whether the video is fabricated or not and whether the
speech content is considered discordant with the politician’s identity or not.
Heterogeneous Moderating Effects of Discordant Messages
We evaluate how discordant messages influence participants’ discernment by examining the interactions between discordance
and modality conditions in the linear regressions on participants’ weighted accuracy presented in Table 2 and Table 3 in the
Appendix. We limit this analysis to recruited participants for two reasons: first, recruited participants are all from the United
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Figure 3. Participants’ accuracy on silent, subtitled videos is compared against accuracy on transcripts, silent videos, and
videos with audio for each of the 32 speeches. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. The 32 speeches are ordered
by the absolute value of the difference in accuracy between the silent, subtitled video and the modality condition to which it is
being compared. The legend indicates whether the video shows the politician expressing political views concordant or
discordant with his expected political ideology and “F” and “NF” refer to fabricated and not fabricated, respectively.
States while the majority of non-recruited participants visited the website from outside the United States and it is unclear how
familiar non-recruited participants are with United States politicians’ viewpoints; second, we also evaluate these effects with
respect to CRT performance, which we only collected for recruited participants.
When considering all 32 fabricated and real speeches together (see column 1 of Table 2 in the Appendix), we find participants
are 4.7 percentage points (p = 0.002) more accurate on silent, subtitled videos than the same videos without subtitles. However,
we find participants are 5.0 percentage points (p = 0.018) less accurate on the discordant silent, subtitled videos than the same
silent videos without subtitles. In other words, the addition of subtitles reduces discernment accuracy for political speeches that
are discordant with the general public’s perception of what politicians would say.
In order to further evaluate this effect, we consider fabricated videos and non-fabricated videos separately in columns 2
and 3 in Table 2 in the Appendix. We find the negative effect of discordance on subtitled videos is driven by participants’
discernment of non-fabricated videos. We find participants are 6.8 percentage points (p = 0.021) less accurate on discordant
silent, subtitled videos that are not fabricated compared to the same silent videos without subtitles. In contrast, we do not find a
statistically significant difference (p = 0.341) between participants’ performance on discordant silent, subtitled videos that have
been fabricated and the same silent videos without subtitles. The negative effects of subtitles on non-fabricated yet discordant
silent videos indicates the content of a message can change how participants weigh visual information.
The heterogeneous effects of subtitles on the discernment of silent videos is robust to our specification of discordance. In
Table 3 in the Appendix, we consider the same regressions as Table 2 in the Appendix except we replace the binary variable
indicating discordance with a continuous variable for how discordant the speech is with the speaker based on the independent
survey with 84 participants on how well the political speeches match either politicians’ political views. The regressions in
columns 2 and 3 of Table 3 in the Appendix present qualitatively similar results as Table 2 in the Appendix. When we consider
discordance based on the public’s perceived discordance, we find participants are 4.2 percentage points (p = 0.003) less
accurate on discordant silent, subtitled videos that are not fabricated compared to the same silent videos without subtitles.
Likewise, we do not find a statistically significant difference (p = .751) between participants’ performance on discordant silent,
subtitled videos that have been fabricated and the same silent videos without subtitles.
Heterogeneous Moderating Effects of the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT)
We find that participants’ performance on the CRT moderates participants’ discernment accuracy. In this analysis, the CRT
score is a continuous variable ranging from 0 to 3 with 124 participants answering none correctly and 109, 122, and 154
participants answering 1, 2, and 3 questions correctly, respectively. For every question that participants answer correctly
on the CRT, participants are 2.9 percentage points (p = 0.002) more accurate (see column 4 in Table 2 in the Appendix).
Likewise, participants who respond correctly to all 3 items on the CRT are 8.7 percentage points (p = 0.002) more accurate
than participants who respond incorrectly to all 3 items. In Figure 8 in the Appendix, we present the distribution of media truth
discernment scores following Pennycook and Rand (2019)56 for “intuitive” participants who incorrectly answered all 3 CRT
items and “deliberative” participants who correctly answered all 3 CRT items.
We also find that participants’ performance on the CRT moderates the influence of subtitles on the discernment accuracy of
discordant messages in silent videos. In columns 4-6 of Table 2 in the Appendix, we report regressions that include the same
independent variables as columns 1-3 plus interaction effects of these independent variables with participants’ scores on the
CRT. As a visual aid, we present these results in Figure 4. In column 6 where we consider only non-fabricated videos, we
find the coefficient on the interaction between “Discordant” and “Silent Subtitled Video” is negative 17.5 percentage points
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(p < 0.001), which means that participants are that much less accurate on non-fabricated discordant silent, subtitled videos than
the same silent videos without subtitles while holding all else constant. The interaction between “CRT Score,” “Discordant,” and
“Silent Subtitled Video” is 6.3 percentage points (p = 0.011), which means for each correct response to the CRT, participants
are 6.3 percentage points more accurate at identifying discordant silent, subtitled videos while holding all else constant. This
means that participants who answered all 3 CRT items correctly would be 18.9 percentage points (p = 0.011) more accurate
on discordant silent, subtitled videos than participants who failed to answer any CRT item correctly. This improvement by
18.9 percentage points for answering all CRT items correctly cancels out the 17.5 percentage point decrease associated with
discordant silent, subtitled videos compared to the same silent videos without subtitles. In other words, perfect performance on
the CRT moderates the negative effects of discordant content such that participants are considering visual information and
discerning just as accurately on silent subtitled videos as the same silent videos without subtitles. These results are qualitatively
similar when we replace the binary variable for discordance with the continuous variable for discordance in Table 3.

Figure 4. Average treatment effect of assignment to modality conditions and their interaction with discordant speeches and
participants’ performance on the Cognitive Reflection Test. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. The regressions
on which this plot is based are presented in columns 5 and 6 of Table 2 in the Appendix.

Discussion
This work provides evidence, via a randomized experiment with 224 authentic and fabricated stimuli and 41,822 participants,
that visual and auditory communication modalities increase people’s ability to distinguish authentic political speeches from
fabricated political speeches. In particular, we provide corroborating evidence to the conventional wisdom around the “seeing is
believing” narrative (the realism heuristic that suggests people will tend to trust video over text28 and recent results showing
people “are more likely to believe an event occurred when it is presented in video versus textual form”27 ) in the context of
authentic speeches: people are significantly more accurate at identifying authentic speeches as authentic when the speeches
include audio and visual modalities as opposed to only text. However, these results add considerable nuance to the seeing
is believing narrative when considering fabricated speeches: people are significantly more accurate at identifying fabricated
speeches as fabricated when the speeches include audio and visual modalities as opposed to only text. In other words, we find
participants are significantly more accurate at distinguishing between authentic and fabricated political videos than transcripts.
These results are based on an experiment with a stimuli set that is much larger than most stimuli sets for the psychology of
media effects research31 and deepfake detection30, 45, 46 , but it is important to add a caveat that we focused on a single context,
political speeches, and algorithm, the deepfake lip-syncing wav2lip algorithm, which is very effective at manipulating a person
who is facing forward and already speaking into a convincing fake video. While we present evidence that adds considerable
nuance to the media effects literature on communication modalities, future work may consider additional nuances by exploring
heterogeneity based on other kinds of deepfake manipulations like face swapping and head puppetry73 , contexts that require
more sophistication to produce a convincing fake (e.g. where a person is moving, turning their head, and interacting with other
people), and who is being manipulated74 .
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These results cannot simply be explained by the deepfake manipulations being too obvious or unrealistic. On silent videos
without subtitles, we find participants are only 64% accurate at identifying manipulations (see Figure 2c and Figure 2d for
the distribution of people guessing stimuli are fabricated across the seven modalities). Moreover, we find participants do
not perform better than chance in nearly half of the silent videos. Participants’ performance on the silent videos is relevant
to the quality of the deepfake manipulations because it avoids the confounding from the speech content and the audio. The
participants’ low performance on silent videos offers evidence that visual artefacts and inconsistencies created by the lip syncing
deepfake manipulations are not readily apparent to most people, and as such, these videos represent a reasonable stimuli set for
examining how well people can distinguish real from fake videos.
People distinguish authentic from fabricated videos based on perceptual cues from video and audio and considerations
about the content (e.g., the degree to which what is said matches participants’ expectations of what the speaker would say,
which is known as the expectancy violation heuristic75 ). With the message content alone, participants are only slightly better
than random guessing at 57% accuracy on average. With perceptual information from video and the message content via
subtitles, participants are slightly more accurate (and more confident) at 66% accuracy on average, and with information from
both video and audio, participants are even more accurate (and more confident) at 82% accuracy on average. Our finding that
participants are more accurate at distinguishing between real and fabricated on audio than silent video with subtitles aligns
with the social psychology literature demonstrating people tend to rely on auditory information more than visual information
for both discerning sincerity76 and ascribing authorship of a script to a human (as opposed to a computer)77 . Overall, the
experiment’s results show that as participants have access to more information via audio and video, they are better able to
distinguish whether a political speech has been fabricated.
However, we find one notable exception to the result that more information leads to higher accuracy in distinguishing
fabricated speeches from authentic ones: political speeches that conflict with the public’s perspective of what a politician would
say are harder to discern in silent, subtitled videos than the same silent videos without subtitles. This effect on discordant
speeches (but not concordant speeches) is not driven by subtitles distracting participants. We do not find any evidence of any
effect on subtitles when audio is included. Instead, the heterogeneous effects of concordant and discordant speech content are a
consequence of how participants handle cognitive dissonance and balance the consideration of perceptual and content-based
information. We find that these effects are driven by responses to non-fabricated videos and are moderated by deliberative,
reflective thinking as measured by the CRT.
Fabricated videos differ from non-fabricated videos in how people can discern their authenticity. Fabricated videos involve
visual manipulations, which can sometimes be explicitly identified (e.g., a glitch, a flicker, or mechanical and otherwise out of
place lip movement). If someone finds a suspicious visual artefact, then that individual can be quite confident the video has
been fabricated. In contrast, non-fabricated videos have not been visually manipulated. As a result, there is no single bit of
information to signify fabrication or authenticity. Furthermore, we find people take on average 2.5s to 3.8s longer to provide a
response to non-fabricated speeches than fabricated speeches. If someone cannot find a visual distortion, then that individual
cannot be perfectly certain that the video has or has not been fabricated; for example, the video may have been fabricated
without any perceptible distortion, or perhaps, the individual has yet to find the subtle visual distortion. This asymmetry
between assessing fabricated and non-fabricated speeches exacerbates the “liar’s dividend” where the general possibility that
speeches can be fabricated calls into question whether any speech is fabricated and thus enables “liars to avoid accountability
for things that are in fact true.”2, 78 Clear articulation of the precise state-of-the-art algorithms and associated contexts in which
audio-visual content can be fabricated to be indistinguishable from the real thing can help inform how people assess the content
they consume and reduce the effects of the “liar’s dividend.”
We find that participants’ performance on the CRT moderates the effects of subtitles on the discernment accuracy of silent
videos. In particular, participants who correctly answered all three CRT items show no difference in discernment rates of
discordant silent, subtitled videos relative to the same silent videos without subtitles. But, for every CRT item that participants
incorrectly answer, participants are 6.3 percentage points less accurate on real discordant silent, subtitled videos than the same
silent videos without subtitles. In other words, reflective thinking moderates how participants balance what is said (the content
of the speech) with how it is said (visual information). Our results show that the least reflective participants tend to rely on the
expectancy violation heuristic and discount visual information more than the most reflective participants.
Unlike for videos and transcripts, we cannot disentangle the content and perceptual information for audio modalities.
Nevertheless, we find that the interaction between discordant speeches and any audio condition is negative after controlling for
the level effects of discordance and any audio. This suggests that discordant media not only impair the incorporation of visual
cues but may also impair attention to and incorporation of auditory cues as well.
The danger of fabricated videos may not be the average algorithmically produced deepfake but rather a single, highly
polished, and extremely convincing video. For example, hyper-realistic deepfakes like the Tom Cruise deepfakes on Tiktok (see
https://www.tiktok.com/@deeptomcruise) are produced by visual effects artists using both artificial intelligence
algorithms and video editing software. While these hyper-realistic deepfakes may still contain manipulation artifacts (e.g.,
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unattached earlobes that do not match Tom Cruise’s attached earlobes79 ), future work on the psychology of multimedia
misinformation may consider hyper-realistic videos produced by visual effects studios in addition to algorithmically manipulated
videos.
Political deepfakes are most dangerous when people are least expecting information to be manipulated, and this experiment
on multimedia truth discernment does not match the ecological realities that people typically face when confronted with fake
news. In this experiment, 50% of content is fake, and we explicitly inform participants of this base rate. In today’s media
ecosystem, fake news is relatively rare: less than a fraction of a percent80, 81 of news is fake news. As such, this experiment
is useful to study how people discern multimedia information when attending to questions of accuracy, but it is less useful
in understanding how people will share misinformation they read on social media. People are generally highly accurate in
discerning the veracity of news headlines yet share fake news headlines because their attention is not focused on accuracy82 .
On social media, video-based misinformation will often be designed to incorporate characteristics (e.g., fear, disgust, surprise,
novelty) that divert people’s focus from accuracy and make content go viral83, 84 . Given that multimedia misinformation may
be both easier to discern and more frequently shared on social media than text-based media, more research needs to be done to
understand how people allocate attention while browsing the Internet85 . Recent research shows that educational material on
common misinformation techniques can improve people’s ability to discern trustworthy from untrustworthy videos86 . Finally,
discernment – how accurately people discern misinformation – is different than belief – how much people report they believe
misinformation. It is possible (though quite peculiar) that someone could be highly accurate at discerning truth from falsehood
while also tending to believe the fabricated content and not believe the true content. For example, research on fake news
headlines and articles finds that people are better at discerning news concordant with their political leanings than discordant
news while also believing concordant news more often than discordant news59 .
The finding that videos of political speeches are easier to distinguish as authentic or fabricated than text transcripts highlights
the need to re-introduce and explain the oft-forgotten second half of the “seeing is believing” adage. In 1732, the old English
adage appears as: “Seeing is believing but feeling is the truth.”87 Here, “feeling” does not refer to emotion but rather direct
experience. Since the advent of photography, society has generally understood that what we see in a photograph is not always
the truth and further assessment is often necessary88–90 .
In this paper, we examined a bounded question – how well can ordinary people discern whether or not a short soundbite of
a political speech by a well-known politician in text, audio, or video has been fabricated – and we find that more information
via communication modalities – text transcripts vs. silent, subtitled video vs. video with audio – enables people to more
accurately discern fabricated and real political speeches. These results are particularly relevant for the design of content
moderation systems for flagging misinformation on social media. In particular, we suggest content moderation flags include
explanations that address which component part of a video appears to be fabricated. These explanations could allow people to
appropriately allocate attention to the content91 or perceptual cues (e.g., low-level pixel features, high-level semantic features,
and biometric-based features92 ) when trying to assess the content’s authenticity.
Finally, these findings offer insights into political communication and communication theory more generally; there is more
to how humans form beliefs than the “seeing is believing” narrative would suggest because people are paying attention to both
what is said and how something is said.

Methods
Virtual Experiment Website
We hosted multimedia stimuli – transcripts, audio, and video of fabricated and authentic political speeches – on a custom
designed website called Detect Fakes3 . In the experiment, we asked participants to identify fabricated and non-fabricated
stimuli. After collecting informed consent and presenting participants with instructions, we show participants a short political
speech and ask “Did [Joseph Biden/Donald Trump] say that?” followed by “Please [read/listen/watch] this [transcript/audio
clip/video] from [Joseph Biden/Donald Trump] and share how confident you are that it is fabricated. Remember half the media
snippets we show are real and half are fabricated.” Figure 5 in the Supplementary Information section presents a screenshot
of the user interface, which shows participants were instructed to move a slider to report their confidence from 50% to 100%
that a stimulus is fabricated (or 50% to 100% that a stimulus is not fabricated). After each response, we informed participants
whether the stimulus was actually fabricated and then presented participants with another stimulus selected at random until
participants viewed all 32 stimuli or decided to leave the experiment. Each participant began the experiment with an attention
check stimulus.
3 Detect

Fakes is currently hosted at https://detectfakes.media.mit.edu/.
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Multimedia Stimuli
The multimedia stimuli are drawn from the Presidential Deepfake Dataset (PDD)93 , which is made up of 32 videos showing
two United States presidents making political speeches. Half the videos are authentic videos that have not been altered by a
deepfake algorithm. The other half have been fabricated to make the politicians appear to say something that they have not
said. The fabricated videos were produced by writing a fabricated script, recording professional voice-actors reading the script,
and applying a deepfake lip-syncing algorithm15 to real videos of Joseph Biden and Donald Trump to make it appear as if the
politicians actually gave such a fabricated speech. The mean duration of the videos is 21 seconds and all videos are recorded at
30 frames per second and have a resolution of 854 by 480 pixels. The PDD is balanced across three dimensions: (1) videos that
have and have not been fabricated, (2) videos of Joseph Biden and Donald Trump, and (3) videos of the two politicians making
concordant and discordant speeches with what the general public believes are the politicians’ political views.
In this experiment, we transform each of the original videos from the PDD into 7 different forms of media: a transcript, an
audio clip, a silent video, audio with subtitles, silent video with subtitles, video with audio, and video with audio and subtitles.
As a result, there are 7 modality conditions, 32 unique speeches, and 224 unique stimuli. On the experiment website, the
transcript appears as HTML text and the six other forms of media content appear in a video player. The audio clip shows
a black screen in the video player and the audio clip with subtitles shows a black screen with subtitles at the bottom. Each
participant encounters each political speech in only one modality.
Concordance and Discordance Validation
In order to validate the concordance and discordance of speeches, we conducted an independent survey where 84 participants
who passed an attention check rated each of the 32 transcripts for how well the political speeches match either politicians’
political views. Participants were instructed “For each statement, we want you to rank how closely the statement matches your
understanding of President Joseph Biden or President Donald Trump’s political views” and asked to provide a judgment on a
5-point Likert scale from “Strongly Disagree” (-2) to “Strongly Agree” (2) that “This statement matches President [Joseph
Biden’s/Donald Trump’s] political viewpoint: [statement].” Participants’ responses confirm that speeches designed to be
concordant and discordant with the two politicians views were indeed concordant and discordant with the average participants’
perception of the politicians’ views. The Z-values of participants responses to concordant and discordant speeches are -0.25 and
0.21, respectively, and this difference is statistically significant with p < 0.001 based on a T-Test. In Table 2, the “Discordant
(Binary)” variable refers to the categories as outlined in the PDD, and in Table 3 the “Discordant (Continuous)” variable refers
to these Z-values.
Randomization
We randomly assigned the order in which the 32 unique political speeches are presented to participants and each political
speech is randomly assigned to one of the seven conditions. By randomly assigning the order of political speeches and the
modality condition in which speeches were presented, we can identify the causal impact of media modality on participants’
ability to discern misinformation.
Consent and Ethics
This research complies with all relevant ethical regulations and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Committee on
the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects determined this study to fall under Exempt Category 3 – Benign Behavioral
Intervention. This study’s exemption identification number is E-3105. All participants are informed that “Detect Fakes is an
MIT research project. All guesses will be collected for research purposes. All data for research were collected anonymously.
For questions, please contact detectfakes@mit.edu. If you are under 18 years old, you need consent from your parents to use
Detect Fakes.” Most participants arrived at the website via organic links on the Internet. For participants recruited from Prolific,
we compensated participants at a rate of $9.78 an hour and provided bonus payments of $5 to the top 1% of participants. Before
beginning the experiment, all participants from Prolific were also provided a research statement, “The findings of this study are
being used to shape science. It is very important that you honestly follow the instructions requested of you on this task, which
should take a total of 15 minutes. Check the box below based on your promise:” with two options, “I promise to do the tasks
with honesty and integrity, trying to do them uninterrupted with focus for the next 15 minutes.” or “I cannot promise this at this
time.” Participants who responded that they could not do this at this time were re-directed to the end of the experiment.

Data and Code Availability
The datasets and code generated and analyzed during the current study are available in our public Github repository, https:
//github.com/mattgroh/fabricated-political-speeches (the Github repository will be set to public upon
peer-reviewed publication). All PDD videos are available on Youtube with links provided in the Presidential Deepfakes Dataset
paper93 .
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Figure 5. Screenshot of experimental user interface.
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Figure 6. Image from Sankaranarayan et al. (2021) showing the first frame at the 10 second mark of each of the 32 videos in
the Presidential Deepfake Dataset, which is where the stimuli from this experiment are drawn.

Figure 7. Robustness check for Figure 2 based on the subset of 18 videos on which participants identified accurately in fewer
than 67% of observations. The mean and distribution of (a) weighted accuracy, (b) confidence, (c) perceived fabrications in
fabricated speeches, (d) perceived fabrications in real speeches, and (e) response time are plotted for each of the seven modality
conditions. The black lines indicate the 95% confidence interval of the true mean and the gray dots indicate each of the 18
speeches. Figure 7b plots confidence on a scale that ranges from a minimum of 50% confidence (just as likely as chance) to
100% confidence (full confidence). Figure 7e plots response time windsorized at the 99th percentile to control for time
response outliers, which are an artifact of participants who return to the experiment after an extended time.
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Dependent variable: Weighted Accuracy
Constant
Silent Video
Silent Video with Subtitles
Audio
Audio with Subtitles
Video with Audio
Video with Audio and Subtitles
Number of Individuals
Number of Speeches
Observations
R2
Note:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

57.61∗∗∗
(0.83)
6.58∗∗∗
(1.19)
8.80∗∗∗
(1.11)
19.48∗∗∗
(1.17)
19.41∗∗∗
(1.05)
25.12∗∗∗
(1.09)
24.75∗∗∗
(1.08)

56.19∗∗∗
(1.11)
4.52∗∗
(1.55)
5.80∗∗∗
(1.47)
18.52∗∗∗
(1.50)
18.76∗∗∗
(1.46)
24.27∗∗∗
(1.46)
22.87∗∗∗
(1.46)

52.70∗∗∗
(0.58)
11.70∗∗∗
(0.86)
12.45∗∗∗
(0.87)
20.45∗∗∗
(0.84)
19.71∗∗∗
(0.89)
27.97∗∗∗
(0.80)
27.42∗∗∗
(0.81)

53.14∗∗∗
(0.15)
12.82∗∗∗
(0.23)
12.85∗∗∗
(0.23)
20.66∗∗∗
(0.23)
20.89∗∗∗
(0.23)
28.54∗∗∗
(0.21)
27.82∗∗∗
(0.22)

53.11∗∗∗
(0.15)
12.74∗∗∗
(0.22)
12.82∗∗∗
(0.22)
20.65∗∗∗
(0.22)
20.80∗∗∗
(0.22)
28.50∗∗∗
(0.21)
27.79∗∗∗
(0.21)

52.09∗∗∗
(0.19)
6.83∗∗∗
(0.30)
8.16∗∗∗
(0.29)
19.32∗∗∗
(0.29)
19.56∗∗∗
(0.29)
25.57∗∗∗
(0.28)
24.96∗∗∗
(0.28)

52.77∗∗∗
(0.13)
11.97∗∗∗
(0.20)
11.95∗∗∗
(0.19)
19.30∗∗∗
(0.19)
19.25∗∗∗
(0.19)
26.81∗∗∗
(0.18)
26.18∗∗∗
(0.19)

51.76∗∗∗
(0.17)
6.45∗∗∗
(0.26)
7.57∗∗∗
(0.25)
18.07∗∗∗
(0.25)
18.13∗∗∗
(0.25)
24.10∗∗∗
(0.24)
23.50∗∗∗
(0.25)

509
32
16,086
0.07

509
18
9,053
0.07

2807
32
29,627
0.06

38510
32
387,274
0.07

41313
32
416,901
0.06

37688
18
234,899
0.06

58344
32
537,936
0.06

52428
18
303,264
0.05

∗ p<0.05; ∗∗ p<0.01; ∗∗∗ p<0.001

Table 1. Ordinary least squares regressions with robust standard errors clustered on participants. Weighted accuracy is the
dependent variable. The “Transcript” condition is held out and represented by the constant term. Column (1) shows recruited
participants, column (2) shows recruited participants on “difficult” videos with lower than 67% accurate identification, column
(3) shows pre-registered non-recruited participants, column (4) shows non-recruited participants after the pre-registration
window, column (5) shows all non-recruited participants, column (6) shows non-recruited participants on “difficult” videos,
column (7) shows non-recruited participants including participants who fail the attention check, column (8) shows
non-recruited participants including participants who fail the attention check on “difficult videos.”

Figure 8. Distribution of media truth discernment scores following Pennycook and Rand (2019) where the score is positively
associated with accuracy at distinguishing fabricated media from authentic media.
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Figure 9. Percent of participants who respond that the speech is fabricated across modalities and the number of videos seen.
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Dependent variable: Weighted Accuracy
All

Fabricated

Not Fabricated

All

Fabricated

Not Fabricated

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

61.97∗∗∗
(1.14)

57.97∗∗∗
(1.66)

66.17∗∗∗
(1.55)

57.28∗∗∗
(1.92)

53.94∗∗∗
(2.79)

61.22∗∗∗
(2.90)

Transcript

-3.92∗
(1.58)

-9.24∗∗∗
(2.43)

0.84
(2.01)

-0.85
(2.68)

-10.71∗∗
(4.01)

6.34
(3.55)

Subtitled Silent Video

4.67∗∗
(1.53)

6.20∗∗
(2.14)

2.88
(2.13)

8.67∗∗
(2.69)

4.92
(3.58)

11.75∗∗
(3.89)

18.22∗∗∗
(1.19)

23.73∗∗∗
(1.83)

12.49∗∗∗
(1.57)

19.06∗∗∗
(2.06)

22.23∗∗∗
(3.19)

15.31∗∗∗
(3.02)

Discordant (Binary)

4.57∗∗
(1.54)

8.09∗∗∗
(2.25)

0.85
(2.17)

6.64∗
(2.71)

8.97∗
(3.86)

3.72
(3.82)

Discordant (Binary) * Transcript

-5.46∗
(2.21)

-2.68
(3.28)

-7.97∗∗
(3.01)

-10.18∗∗
(3.90)

-4.67
(5.70)

-13.45∗∗
(5.07)

Discordant (Binary) * Subtitled Silent Video

-5.02∗
(2.12)

-2.91
(3.06)

-6.81∗
(2.96)

-10.86∗∗
(3.75)

-3.56
(5.47)

-17.52∗∗∗
(5.20)

Discordant (Binary) * Any Audio

-5.42∗∗
(1.68)

-6.54∗∗
(2.43)

-4.20
(2.36)

-7.30∗
(3.01)

-7.71
(4.15)

-6.30
(4.26)

CRT Score

2.90∗∗
(0.95)

2.56
(1.39)

2.97∗
(1.35)

CRT Score * Transcript

-1.90
(1.32)

0.71
(2.00)

-3.32
(1.73)

CRT Score * Subtitled Silent Video

-2.48
(1.32)

0.72
(1.79)

-5.34∗∗
(1.86)

CRT Score * Any Audio

-0.48
(1.01)

0.90
(1.57)

-1.63
(1.40)

CRT Score * Discordant (Binary)

-1.20
(1.31)

-0.51
(1.88)

-1.63
(1.85)

CRT Score * Discordant (Binary) * Transcript

2.83
(1.84)

1.36
(2.76)

3.23
(2.53)

CRT Score * Discordant (Binary) * Subtitled Silent Video

3.46
(1.86)

0.29
(2.64)

6.34∗
(2.51)

CRT Score * Discordant (Binary) * Any Audio

1.08
(1.43)

0.67
(2.03)

1.15
(2.10)

509
32
16,086
0.07

507
16
8,042
0.13

509
16
8,044
0.04

Constant (Silent Video)

Any Audio

Number of Individuals
Number of Speeches
Observations
R2
Note:

509
32
16,086
0.07

507
16
8,042
0.12

509
16
8,044
0.04

∗ p<0.05; ∗∗ p<0.01; ∗∗∗ p<0.001

Table 2. Ordinary least squares regressions with robust standard errors clustered on participants. Weighted accuracy is the
dependent variable. The “Silent Video” condition is held out and represented by the constant term. The "Discordance (Binary)"
variable is defined in Sankaranarayanan et al. (2021) by whether the speaker’s political views are discordant with the speech
content.
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Dependent variable: Weighted Accuracy
All

Fabricated

Not Fabricated

All

Fabricated

Not Fabricated

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Constant (Silent Video)

64.19∗∗∗
(0.88)

61.64∗∗∗
(1.29)

66.76∗∗∗
(1.19)

60.60∗∗∗
(1.55)

58.03∗∗∗
(2.24)

63.48∗∗∗
(2.27)

Transcript

-6.62∗∗∗
(1.19)

-12.21∗∗∗
(1.84)

-5.47∗∗∗
(1.54)

-6.02∗∗
(2.11)

-14.99∗∗∗
(3.19)

-3.19
(2.81)

2.22∗
(1.05)

4.78∗∗
(1.61)

-1.52
(1.61)

3.26
(1.87)

3.05
(2.76)

1.15
(3.10)

15.58∗∗∗
(0.89)

20.49∗∗∗
(1.42)

9.35∗∗∗
(1.21)

15.40∗∗∗
(1.53)

18.34∗∗∗
(2.54)

10.95∗∗∗
(2.27)

Discordance (Continuous)

0.29
(0.76)

0.99
(1.25)

0.73
(0.97)

0.93
(1.32)

1.30
(2.11)

1.74
(1.74)

Discordance (Continuous) * Transcript

-2.80∗∗
(1.07)

7.07∗∗∗
(1.61)

-8.99∗∗∗
(1.41)

-4.43∗
(2.00)

6.79∗
(2.92)

-9.92∗∗∗
(2.52)

Discordance (Continuous) * Subtitled Silent Video

-1.36
(1.10)

0.56
(1.77)

-4.19∗∗
(1.39)

-4.13∗
(1.97)

0.73
(3.22)

-8.51∗∗∗
(2.44)

Discordance (Continuous) * Any Audio

-0.94
(0.80)

0.46
(1.29)

-4.55∗∗∗
(1.10)

-1.59
(1.41)

0.52
(2.20)

-4.91∗∗
(1.89)

CRT Score

2.26∗∗
(0.76)

2.32∗
(1.11)

2.03
(1.06)

CRT Score * Transcript

-0.43
(1.03)

1.55
(1.55)

-1.42
(1.35)

CRT Score * Subtitled Silent Video

-0.71
(0.91)

0.96
(1.35)

-1.66
(1.46)

CRT Score * Any Audio

0.09
(0.75)

1.28
(1.22)

-0.98
(1.05)

CRT Score * Discordance (Continuous)

-0.36
(0.65)

-0.17
(1.06)

-0.58
(0.87)

CRT Score * Discordance (Continuous) * Transcript

0.96
(0.96)

0.28
(1.39)

0.51
(1.26)

CRT Score * Discordance (Continuous) * Subtitled Silent Video

1.62
(0.97)

-0.16
(1.59)

2.51∗
(1.23)

CRT Score * Discordance (Continuous) * Any Audio

0.34
(0.69)

-0.07
(1.10)

0.16
(0.96)

509
32
16,086
0.07

507
16
8,042
0.13

509
16
8,044
0.04

Subtitled Silent Video
Any Audio

Number of Individuals
Number of Speeches
Observations
R2
Note:

509
32
16,086
0.07

507
16
8,042
0.12

509
16
8,044
0.04

∗ p<0.05; ∗∗ p<0.01; ∗∗∗ p<0.001

Table 3. Ordinary least squares regressions with robust standard errors clustered on participants. Weighted accuracy is the
dependent variable. The “Silent Video” condition is held out and represented by the constant term. The "Discordance
(Continuous)" variable is computed by calculating the z-transformation of participants’ mean response on a 5-point Likert scale
for how well a speech aligns with the public’s perception of the politicians’ viewpoints.
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